**SOLAR SIEGE**

**TOWERS**
Combine a turret and a base from 7 different towers to make a new and exciting tower to dominate the planet.

- Sniper!
- Rockets!!!
- Machine Gun:
- Poison--
- Slowww
- Feerrr !:
- Betrayal

**LEVELS**
Each level is a different planet, following are the ones to be conquered:

- Toad Planet
- Bat Cat Planet
- Fungi Planet

**PLAYER**
You are Rob, the adventurer, conqueror of the worlds, and siege master of the planets.

**ENEMY**
Face different enemies with different challenges on each planet.

- Bat Cat
- Toads
- Mushroom

**ABILITIES**
Besides placing towers, Rob can choose to knock back enemies, recycle or repair towers. Rob can also use the latest interstellar wormhole technology to teleport!!